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DNA Bootcamp 

With Michelle Leonard 

We hope you enjoyed your follow-up session. 

All three of the follow-up sessions are available to view on your DNA Bootcamp hub page: 

https://www.family-tree.co.uk/information/dna-bootcamp 

If you have time we’d recommend viewing all three, as they do cover slightly different material. 

 

DNA Bootcamp tasks – CHECK LIST 
This is a summary of the tasks from the second webinar (held on 18 February), to help you to keep 

track of your progress. 

 Task 1. Investigate your shared match lists. 

 Task 2. Make a start on clustering your matches. 

 Task 3. Ask a match if they would like to share match lists with you. 

 Task 4. Create a master research tree. 

 Task 5. Try out the Quick and Dirty tree-building method. 

 Task 6. Download your DNA results, and upload to another website. 

 

Remember, all of this is optional, so, no pressure! Enjoy and we look forward to webinar 3 

on 11 March, 6.30pmGMT! 😊 

 

The link to Michelle’s X-Chromosome presentation is available free online for the coming year: 

https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/rtc2021/session/understanding-x-chromosome-dna-

matching 

 

Useful questions & points 
There were a few other queries and points raised from the follow-up sessions, and Michelle has 

summarised answers below. 

QUESTION: "How can a very small autosomal match at FTDNA also share a full X-chromosome?"  

One question that cropped up many times during RootsTech and in one of the follow-up sessions is 

"how can a very small autosomal match at FTDNA also share a full X-chromosome?". 

I have seen this anomaly many times before; it is unique to FTDNA and is a known error with 

synthetic/artificial kit uploads - these are not regular raw data files downloaded directly from the 

other major companies.  When you see this anomaly it is almost certainly not a genuine X-DNA 
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match although I still encourage those who come across it to contact FTDNA directly to flag it up and 

get confirmation from them it's a synthetic kit error.  

It occurs when someone uploads a synthetic kit into the FTDNA database that does not actually 

contain any X data - because the X-chromosome on the upload file is blank, FTDNA's algorithm 

doesn't see any inconsistencies and reports a full match on the X-chromosome as opposed to no 

match.  

Law enforcement and manually or utility altered kits could all cause this issue. There was a spate of 

these errors a couple of years ago and the main problem resulted from people trying to upload 

particular versions of 23andMe kits and LivingDNA kits that FTDNA's autosomal upload tool couldn't 

accept at that time due to low SNP overlaps (they do now accept later 23andMe versions).  People 

would upload their incompatible results to the DNA.Land website for imputation and then use a 

special utility to extract the SNPs expected by FTDNA essentially mimicking an acceptable format. 

The utility would extract SNPs from a DNA.Land imputed file for uploading to FTDNA but crucially 

without any X-DNA data. 

The key point is that when you see a small autosomal match and what basically amounts to a full X-

DNA match on FTDNA, it's not a genuine X-DNA match and almost certainly has been caused by a 

synthetic kit upload error.  

QUESTION: “Should you mark DNA matches as such on a public tree?” 

An interesting question that cropped up during the follow-up sessions was regarding whether you 

should mark DNA matches as such on a public tree.  

On Ancestry a DNA match will, in most instances, be a living person so any tags or custom facts you 

add to them will not be visible to anyone other than you, as the tree owner, and any other person 

you invite to edit your tree or to view living people on it.  

Since you have to give specific permissions for anyone to see this information, I certainly do 

encourage you to mark your DNA matches within your tree using the "DNA Match" tag and custom 

events for additional details. 

It is only if a DNA match passes away, and you subsequently mark them as deceased on your public 

tree, that the tags and custom facts would become viewable to other Ancestry members. 

QUESTION: “Can you explain about clustering more distant ancestral groups?” 

I've received a number of questions in regard to creating clusters for more distant ancestral groups 

(e.g. 2G groups for 2nd great-grandparents etc). 

I decided to teach this method beginning at the great-grandparent level for this Bootcamp to keep 

things simple for those starting out.  If you have confirmed matches at the 2nd and 3rd great 

grandparent levels, however, then you can certainly start with the more distant groups first if you 

prefer or you can simply move those confirmed matches into those groups.  

Some people will prefer to leave both colours on a match and others will prefer to remove the closer 

colour and retain the more distant one - there's no right or wrong answer to that as it depends on 

individual preference.  I will be including a quick visual example to go over this in the final webinar. 

QUESTION: “Why is the longest segment for some Ancestry matches larger than the total amount 

of DNA shared?” (For instance, the longest segment might be 48cM but total shared DNA 38cM). 
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This is due to the application of Ancestry's specialised Timber algorithm which down-weights 

segments that are known to be pile-up regions, population segments etc. 

The longest segment is measured before Timber is applied so in some cases (especially one segment 

matches) you will find the longest segment appears to be larger than the displayed DNA total.  It is 

worth looking at the longest segment and unweighted shared DNA (pre-Timber application total) but 

best to stick with the final Shared DNA total listed for your calculations. 

Creating a master spreadsheet 

While several of the sites allow the automatic download of match lists to Excel, it is when 

downloading from Ancestry that problems with data bunching in one cell tend to occur. We are still 

looking into the matter of whether there is a possible workaround, specifically for Ancestry (and 

Living DNA) on Excel.  

There is a new Google Sheets solution that may be useful to users of that spreadsheet system (it is 
not guaranteed to work for Excel).  Find out more at: 
https://www.familyhistoryfanatics.com/post/download-ancestrydna-matches-hack 

The data bunching, however, is just one issue to consider when importing DNA matches into a 

spreadsheet. If you want to use Excel, Google Sheets or any spreadsheet facility as a master 

repository for your match information then it really is best to invest some time into customising your 

personal spreadsheet columns. It is important to make sure your spreadsheet includes all of the 

information you want to catalogue and save - particularly as the automatic downloads from the 

other sites all have their own formats and columns. Once you have customised your own 

spreadsheet columns, you will be able to enter data from all of the companies with which you have 

tested and create an overarching master spreadsheet for all your matches across the sites (rather 

than having separate sheets for each company). While entering data manually is more time-

consuming it does result in a more personally useful spreadsheet, tailored precisely to your research 

requirements. 

Caveat: do be sure, when downloading material from a website that does not provide an automated 

export, to read the T&Cs of the respective website. 

Any queries in the meantime, please email helen.t@family-tree.co.uk  

 

About Michelle 
Contact & Social Media Links: 

 
Email: michelle@genesandgenealogy.com 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/genesandgenealogy 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/genealogylass 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelleleonardgenealogist 
APG: https://www.apgen.org/profiles/michelle-leonard 

Ancestry Hour: http://www.ancestryhour.co.uk/michelle-leonard.html 
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